In the past few years co-clustering has emerged as an important data mining tool for two way data analysis. Coclustering is more advantageous over traditional one dimensional clustering in many ways such as, ability to find highly correlated sub-groups of rows and columns. However, one of the overlooked benefits of co-clustering is that, it can be used to extract meaningful knowledge for various other knowledge extraction purposes. For example, building predictive models with high dimensional data and heterogeneous population is a non-trivial task. Co-clusters extracted from such data, which shows similar pattern in both the dimension, can be used for a more accurate predictive model building. Several applications such as finding patient-disease cohorts in health care analysis, finding user-genre groups in recommendation systems and community detection problems can benefit from co-clustering technique that utilizes the predictive power of the data to generate co-clusters for improved data analysis.
INTRODUCTION
The real life data in general can be considered dyadic in nature, i.e. the data can be represented as a two dimensional matrix with rows and column being two separate entities of interest. Some common examples include co-occurrence matrix, rating matrix, and proximity matrix. An important problem in dyadic data analysis is finding block structures hidden in the data matrix. Finding hidden blocks of data can be beneficial in several applications. For example, we may be interested in finding groups of patients that show similar activity patter under a specific subset of health care conditions [29] , simultaneously clustering movies and user ratings in collaborative filtering [13] , finding document and word clusters in text clustering [12] , grouping genes with similar properties based on their expression patterns under various conditions or across different tissue samples in bioinformatics [6, 8] . Co-clustering is an important and efficient solution for this purpose that exploits the duality between data point and features by grouping them based on their distribution over the other (data points or features) [11, 16] .
Most of the co-clustering algorithm focuses on finding coclusters with single membership of a data point in the data matrix [12, 2] . Although these techniques generate efficient results over real data set, these algorithms are based on the assumption that, a single data point can belong to only one cluster. This assumption is often not completely valid since, in real life there is a high probability that a single data point belongs to multiple clusters with varying degree of its membership with the clusters. For example, in recommendation system a group of user may prefer pop music as well as country music. In fact, several real life situations that deal with high dimensional data with heterogeneous population can benefit more from finding co-clusters that overlap each other. One important example can be finding co-cluster from Electronic Health Records or EHR (hospital data) for predictive analysis in health care. EHR data in health care is often high dimensional with heterogeneous population that makes co-clustering a suitable approach for finding groups of patients and disease conditions. However, each of these co-clusters of patient-disease condition should reflect patient sub-populations that potentially share co-morbid diagnoses as shown in Figure 1 . Hence, in this scenario detecting overlapping co-clusters would help capture the most utilizable pattern that exist in the data.
There are past researches that developed different approaches of generating co-clusters such as bi-partite graphs [11] or model based [3] co-clustering techniques. However, develop-ing a co-clustering approach based on classification principles can be advantageous in generating co-clusters that are high in their predictive capability. In this paper we present a novel co-clustering algorithm called Predictive Overlapping Co-Clustering (POCC). The key idea is that, our algorithm generates optimal co-clusters by maximizing predictive power of the co-clusters subject to the constraints on the number of row and column clusters. Co-clustering can be defined as the simultaneous clustering of rows and columns of a data matrix subjected to optimization of some given criteria. We define POCC as an optimal co-clustering that minimizes the "loss" in predictive power between original data matrix and the co-clustered data matrices. Equivalently, we define it as the one that maximizes the predictive power between original data matrix and the co-clustered data matrices. In this paper, we present a novel algorithm that maximizes a given gain function. Since, we aim concomitantly to develop an overlapping clustering, the goal of this algorithm is to seek a "soft" clustering of both dimensions such that the "gain" in "Predictive Power" of the co-clusters is maximized given a fixed number of row and column clusters. We assume that, class information is available for calculating the predictive power during cluster formation. The resulting algorithm is interesting since at each step, the algorithm encompasses row clusters as well as column clusters for noise removal. The row clusters are generated by identification of a distinguished soft partition of the data matrix in the row dimension such that data point belonging to a partition has strong intra-obeject resemblance. The column clusters are generated in a similar way. The optimal clustering criteria for a soft partition can be obtained using generalized least squared error functions [4] . Our algorithm is suitable for high dimensional data because it reduces dimensions at each iteration by removing noisy rows and columns, thus estimating parameters fewer than the traditional one dimensional clustering. Our algorithm is essentially a co-clustering algorithm that uses classification technique. The result is a set of overlapping co-clusters with reduced row and column noise and a higher predictive power than the original data.
For evaluation of our algorithm we compare POCC with two other traditional co-clustering algorithms. Evaluation measures that we use are cluster precision, recall and f-measure calculated over pairs of points, as defined in [3] . The main contributions of this paper are -
• We propose a novel co-clustering algorithm which generates overlapping co-clusters that are high in their predictive capability.
• We demonstrate using empirical results that, our approach yield better quality clusters as compared to two other traditional clustering algorithms in most of the data sets.
• co-clusters generated have higher predictive power than the original data and are suitable for complex predictive model building in applications such as health care and recommendation systems.
RELATED WORK
Co-clustering has become a topic of interest in the past few years due to the numerous important applications in which it Figure 1 : co-clusters of patient sub-populations that share co-morbid diagnoses.
has achieved success such as for finding gene expression patterns [26] , document and word clustering [11, 12] , clustering tags and social data sources [14] , recommendation systems [13] . Co-clustering has been applied successfully in other areas such as Biological networks [17] , co-clustering medical images [18] , co-clustering of denatured hemoglobin [31] . Popular techniques of co-clustering are bipartite spectral graph partitioning [11] , information-theoretic co-clustering [12] , and collaborative filtering framework based co-clustering [13] . The earliest works in co-clustering was done in 1972 using hierarchical row and column clustering in matrices by a local greedy splitting procedure [19] . In this paper, the author proposed a hierarchical partition based two way clustering algorithm that splits the original data matrix into set of sub-matrices and used variance for evaluating the quality of each sub matrix. In this paper a criteria for partitioning other than a constant value was also proposed, for example a two way analysis of variance model and a mean squared residue scoring approach. Later this method was improved by [35] that introduced a backward pruning method for generating an optimal number of two way clusters. [6] proposed a co-clustering algorithm that uses a mean squared residue as the measure of the coherence of the genes and conditions for analysis of gene expression data.
In Information theory domain [36] proposed an approach called "Information bottleneck theory" that was developed for one dimensional clustering. Later [12] extended their work and proposed a co-clustering technique using the concepts of information theory where the authors posed the co-clustering problem as an optimization problem where a non-negative matrix was viewed as an empirical joint probability distribution of two discrete random variables. Another important paper [11] proposed a co-clustering technique that was modeled based on bi-partite graphs and their minimal cuts. In this paper, the authors used a graph formulation with a spectral heuristic that uses eigenvectors to co-cluster documents and words in text mining. In our paper we compare our technique with this spectral co-clustering [11] technique for evaluation purpose in the later sections.
Most of the works in the past have focused on "crisp" or partition based co-clustering and very few recent research can handle overlapping co-clusters. Even for one-way clustering, there are few algorithms known as "soft" clustering algorithms which can identify overlapping clusters. One of the earliest example is fuzzy c-means clustering [4] . One of the notable works in overlapping co-clustering was [32] where the authors have proposed an overlapping co-clustering model that can be applied with a variety of clustering distance functions. Other important works in overlapping co-clustering that has been shown to be of immense utility in various fields includes [21] , [33] , [24] , [37] and [38] .
There are very few works in the past, to the best of our knowledge that utilizes predictive power of a data matrix to generate co-clusters that are of improved quality and predictive power. A related semi-supervised research has been done by [10] where the authors have developed a classification algorithm using the concept of clustering as an extension to information theoretic co-clustering [12] . Ours technique is a semi-supervised approach towards developing an improved co-clustering technique that can find utilization in fields which deals with data with heterogeneous distribution.
In this paper, we propose a novel co-clustering model that utilizes predictive power of the co-clusters to optimize the final co-clusters formed by removing noisy rows and noisy columns. The noisy rows and noisy columns are removed using a simulated annealing approach for optimizing the noise removal [5] . The result is co-clusters that have greater predictive power than the original data matrix. In this paper, we aim to develop a novel co-clustering technique for generating high quality co-clusters that would aid in an improved predictive analysis.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Common data mining applications such as predictive modeling often handles data that might have been drawn from heterogeneous populations with different distributions. In the past, many co-clustering techniques have been developed that considered the importance of heterogeneity in population [22, 28, 7] . In real life, often data is the result of concoction of multiple sub-populations and hence, it is unlikely that individual in the population will have similar set of parameter values. For example, in health care, electronic health records (EHRs) data consists of valuable information about diverse patient sub-populations combined together. EHR hospital data is often very high dimensional and has heterogeneous population. In other words, EHR consists of a large number of hidden naturally occurring homogeneous groups of patients. Statistical insights describing an overall population are beneficial, but they are often not specific enough to be used as the basis for a patient centered decisions making. Standard practices relay on extracting useful cumulative summary statistics from data, with an underlying assumption that patients across a population can be analyzed uniformly without paying attention to the heterogeneity in their treatment response pattern and historical data. However, while most patients respond to similar treatments and follow predictable trajectories, there are segments of patients with distinct complicated trajectories. Thus, in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of predictive models, it is necessary to segment the original data space contemporaneously in to co-clusters of patients that show similar activity pattern under a specific subset of health care conditions. Predictive analysis using co-clusters instead of the whole data matrix, which contains thousands of dimensions and millions of records, would result in an augmented success in the process of decision making in health care research. The statistical insights taken from these co-clusters would help effective predictive model building and an improved health outcome. Similarly, in other domains, such as recommendation systems, finding customer-genre co-clusters from a heterogeneous population would help provide guidance for complex predictive model building and improved prediction of an outcome of interest for example, predicting movies for customers with similar interest.
Keeping in mind the above two requirements -1) overlapping co-clusters and 2) improved predictive power of the co-clusters, we seek to build a overlapping co-clustering algorithm that takes into account the predictive power of the co-clusters while its formation. The result will be a set of co-clusters with higher predictive power than the original data matrix. These co-clusters would assist in complex predictive model building and achieving an improved outcome of interest. POCC algorithm is interesting as it uses predictive power of the co-clusters to detect and eliminate noisy rows and noisy columns while cluster formation and results in homogeneous blocks of data that are high in their predictive capability. Most importantly, this algorithm seeks to find overlapping or "soft" co-clusters that qualifies it as an algorithm that is closely capable of capturing the structure of real world data.
Problem Formulation
Let C represents the data matrix denoting a m × n matrix. Each object in C belongs to objects from the rows X represented as x1, x2, ..., xm and columns Y represented as y1, y2, ..., yn.
Our goal is generating co-clusters (X,Ŷ ) from C by iterative clustering of X and Y into into k and l "soft" clusters respectively until it reaches a given objective function. Let k clusters of X be denoted asx1,x2, ...,x k and l clusters of Y be denoted asŷ1,ŷ2, ...,ŷ l . Let the co-clusters for row and columns be formulated as MX and MY defined aŝ
We denote the tuple (MX , MY ) as a co-cluster mapping function. Given a tuple (MX , MY ) we generate co-clusters as follows -we remove noise while row wise soft clustering followed by noise removal while column wise soft clustering. We re-order the X such that all rows in X belonging tox1 cluster are arranged first. followed by all rows in X belonging tox2 and so on. Similarly, we re-order the Y such that all rows in Y belonging toŷ1 cluster are arranged first. followed by all rows in Y belonging toŷ2 cluster are arranged and so on. The result is that the data matrix is divided into small two dimensional blocks which we denote as co-clusters.
In general, cluster evaluation is highly subjective and this task relies upon the judgment of the domain expert as validation of the clusters can be expensive and time consuming. Clustering results can be evaluated using application specific criteria such as predictive power [34] . Predictive power of a co-cluster may be referred as the ability of a co-cluster to generate testable predictions. Following similar logic we improve the quality of the co-clusters using the criteria -gain in predictive power as defined in equation 1 Definition 1. An optimal co-clustering can be defined as
subject to the constraints on number of row and column clusters.
The gain in predictive power F (X;Ŷ ) − F (X; Y ) can be explained as the quantity that facilitates the search for an optimal co-clustering. F (X; Y ) is the function that generates the predictive power in (X; Y ) data matrix. F (X;Ŷ ) is the function that generates the predictive power of (X;Ŷ ) co-clusters. We assume that we have the class labels for our predictive power analysis task.
The main component of our objective function is the predictive power of data matrix as well as the co-clusters. In this paper, we consider classification accuracy of a data matrix as the predictive power. Therefore, F (X; Y ) can be expressed as defined in equation 2
where tp is the number of true positives. tn is the number of true negatives, fp is the number of false positives and fn is the number of false negatives in the given classification task. Similarly, in this paper, we consider F (X;Ŷ ) as the mean predictive power of the generated co-clusters. This can be defined as given in equation 3
where j is the number of co-clusters generated. F (X;Ŷ ) equals to the mean predictive power of the co-clusters generated. tp i , tn i , fp i and fp i refers to the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives of the i th co-clusters respectively.
Therefore, the objective function can be rewritten as given in equation
) s.t. the constraints on number of row cluster k and number of column cluster l. where 1 < j < k * l in a given iteration depending on the number of noisy rows and columns detected. In this equation we assume that F (X;Ŷ ) the mean predictive power of the co-clusters generated in any given iterative stage. One can consider any empirical scores such as the highest or lowest predictive power of a cluster in a given set of detected coclusters e.t.c.
Definition 2. The co-clustering algorithm generates a non-decreasing objective function in each iteration, iff there is noise removal i.e.
Proof Given the predictive power of the actual data matrix
) for all t ), let us omit this term for a while from equation 5, for ease of understanding. Let us denote the predictive power of the co-clusters as
where
is mean number of false positives and false negatives of a set of co-clusters in the (t ) th iteration. Similarly
is the mean number of true positives and true negatives of the co-clusters in the (t ) th iterations. Now, assuming there is noise removal with an increase in predictive power at a given iteration, two conditions will be met -1) decrease in the number of instances in the (t + 1) th iteration, i.e.
2) Since, the predictive power increases i.e. error decreases, therefore either of the following is true
+y where x is the decrease in the number of false positives and false negatives and y is the increase in the number of true positives and true negatives.
Hence, in either of the case
. As
it proves that the objective function is non-decreasing in each iteration iff there is a noise removal.
METHODOLOGY 4.1 Co-clustering Algorithm
We describe a novel co-clustering algorithm POCC based on maximization of the objective function defined in equation 1 subject to the constraints on the number of row and column clusters. The entire algorithm has been shown diagrammatically in figure 6 . We also tabulated all the notations in table 1 for the ease of understanding and reference. We propose to develop POCC as an iterative process, with co-clusters getting refined in each iteration aided by the removal of noisy row and noisy columns while maximization of the objective function. As the cluster mapping function, we plan to use fuzzy C-means clustering [23] , which is an overlapping one dimensional clustering algorithm. For model convergence we plan to use two mechanisms namely, 1) model optimization by satisfying the objective function and 2) by using the concept of simulated annealing [20] . Simulated annealing is an interesting and useful optimization tool firstly because, it would assist in removing noisy rows (patients) and noisy column (variables) from the data matrix and secondly, It would enable the model to converge to a global optima with co-clusters with the maximum predictive power. The expected outcome is a group of co-clusters with higher predictive power than the original data set.
The co-clustering algorithm works as follows. At first an initial "soft" co-clustering (M (1)
Y ) is generated with successive removal of noisy row and noisy columns. The algorithm then generates co-clustering (M
... in successive iteration until the objective function is reached. The full algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 1 .
In step 1, a "soft" row clustering MX is obtained from C. The predictive power of each row clusterx1,x2, ...,x k (let it be ρrow1, ρrow2, ..., ρ rowk ) is compared with the predictive power of (X; Y ), (lets call it ρ) assuming we have the class label information. We assign a probability threshold τrow for comparison and determining if a row cluster should be removed as a noisy row cluster. Using simulated annealing [20] the algorithm determines Prow, the probability of a row cluster to be considered as noise. The equation 9 shows the computation of Prow as a general calculation. ∆ρ represents the gain in predictive power of the a cluster from last iteration. T is the cooling schedule parameter that controls the objective function from reaching a bad local maxima. If Prow for a given iteration meets the constraint τrow, it denotes the probability of removing noisy row is optimum for the current iterative stage. If any of ρrow1, ρrow2, ..., ρ rowk does not meet τrow, those rows belonging to the row cluster is retained and then it proceeds to the next step with the new data C .
In step 2, a "soft" column clustering MY is obtained from C . The predictive power of each column clusterŷ1,ŷ2, ...,ŷ l (let it be ρ col1 , ρ col2 , ..., ρ coll ) is compared with the predictive power of (X; Y ) i.e. ρ, assuming we have the class label information. We assign a probability threshold τ col for comparison and determining if a column cluster should be considered as a noisy column cluster. Using simulated annealing [20] the algorithm determines P col , the probability of a column cluster to be considered as a noise. If P col as calculated from equation 9 for a given iteration meets the constraint τ col , it denotes the probability of removing noisy column is optimum for the current iterative stage. If any of ρ col1 , ρ col2 , ..., ρ coll does not meet τ col , it is retained and the process proceeds to the next step.
In step 3, co-clusters are generated from the new data matrix C after removing noisy row and noisy columns (if any). The algorithm now checks if the newly formed co-clusters meets the objective function. This check is done after each iteration. If the objective function is not met, the algorithm proceeds with step one again with C . The objective function is coupled with the convergence criteria τccr for each iteration. If both is met in any iteration, the algorithm stops and outputs the co-clusters as the final result. τccr is controlled using the concept of simulated annealing [20] following equation 9 that helps avoid the objective function Notation Table  Notations Descriptions C Original data matrix X rows of C Y columns of C x 1 , x 2 , ..., xm objects in C taking value from X y 1 , y 2 , ..., yn objects in C taking value from Y M X Co-cluster functions for row M Y Co-cluster functions for column
Predictive
Predictive power of C ∆ρ Gain in ρ from last iteration ρ row1 , ..., ρ rowk Predictive power of each row cluster ρ col1 , ..., ρ coll Predictive power of each column cluster τrow threshold for row noise removal τ col threshold for column noise removal P itr probability of iteration Prow probability of row noise removal P col probability of column noise removal τccr Convergence criteria C Data matrix after row noise removal C Data matrix after column noise removal Table 1 : Notations and their meaningful description from reaching a bad local maxima.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following sections we show early results of POCC algorithm over four real data and compare them with two popular techniques known as K-means and Spectral co-clustering [11] . We compare the results of cluster precision, recall and f-measure as described in the following section.
Data set used
We use four real world data set namely MovieLens data set, Internet-Ads, Leukemia and Ovarian, as given in table 2. We used Internet-ads data set [25] , which represents a set of possible advertisements on Internet pages. The features of this data set consists of the image geometry, URL and text of the image, phrases occurring in the URL and words occurring near the anchor text and the anchor text itself. Leukemia data set [15] is a micro array data set of molecular classification of cancer . We also use Ovarian data set [27] obtained from National Cancer Institute. We used MovieLens data set, which is a publicly available data set used for movie recommendation systems developed by grouplens.org in University of Minnesota. The MovieLens data set consisted of 100,000 movie ratings by 940 users for 1673 movies. Each user rated the movies at a scale of 1-5, where 1 denotes extreme dislike and 5 denotes strong approval.
We choose three genres -Action, Adventure and Animation movies rated by 940 users for 417 movies. Detailed description of the data sets are given in table 2. In all data set we consider binary class membership except the MovieLens data where we consider three categories or class labels. The class label information was made available as the true group information, for the predictive analysis during cluster for-
Algorithm 1 Predictive Overlapping co-clustering
Input: Data Matrix C, k row clusters, l column clusters, T cooling schedule parameter, probability threshold τrow, τ col , τccr Output:
co-clusters m X , m Y Algorithm:
1. Computer ρ -Predictive power of C. 2. Initialization, set t=1 the number of iteration, start with a "soft" row clustering M t X . 3. Compute ρrow1, ρrow2, ..., ρ rowk the predictive power of the row clustersx1,x2, ...,x k 4 Compute Prow the probability that a row clusterx k is a noise using equation 9 5. Compare Prow to τrow. Remove the rows from C that belongs toxa, where 1 < a < k for which Prow ≥ τrow. Update C to C 6. Compute "soft" column clustering M t Y using C . 7. Compute ρ col1 , ρ col2 , ..., ρ coll the predictive power of the col clustersŷ1,ŷ2, ...,ŷ l 8 Compute P col the probability that a col clusterŷ l is a noise using equation 9 9. Compare P col to τ col . Remove the columns from C that belongs toŷ b , where 1 < b < k for which P col ≥ τ col . Update C to C 10. Compute m X , m Y the co-clusters from C using Algorithm 2. 11. Compute Pitr the probability of convergence/ new iteration using equation 9 9. Output m X , m Y if the objective function in equation (1) is met and Pitr ≥ τ ccr. Other wise continue Step 2 with C and t=2.
Algorithm 2 Generate Co-clusters

Input:
Data Matrix C , row clustersx1,x2, ...,x k , column clusterŝ y1,ŷ2, ...,ŷ k Output:
1. Re-order the X such that all rows in X belonging tox1 are arranged first. followed by all rows in X belonging tox2 and so on. 2. Re-order the columns in Y such that all columns in Y belonging toŷ1 are arranged first, followed by all columns in Y belonging tô y2 and so on.
3 Output the small two dimensional blocks generated from dividing C by reordering the rows and columns by row clusters and column clusters. Internet-Ads 1559  3279  Ovarian  15155  253  Leukemia  7130  72  MovieLens  417  940   Table 2 : Data Sets with Attributes and Instances mation.
Data Set Attributes Instances
Evaluation Measures
In this paper we evaluate the quality of the co-clusters using three types of evaluation measures as follows.
• Precision. We use precision for evaluating cluster quality as defined in [32] . In the overlapping clustering results, the measure precision tries to estimate whether the prediction of each pair of points that share at least one cluster, are in the same cluster and it is correct with respect to the underlying true groups or class in the data. Precision is calculated as the fraction of pairs of objects correctly put in the same cluster as given in equation 10.
P recision = N umberof CorrectlyIdentif iedpairs N umberof Identif iedpairs (10)
• Recall. We use Recall for evaluating cluster quality as defined in [32] . In the overlapping clustering results, the measure recall tries to estimate whether the prediction of each pair of points that share at least one cluster, are in the same cluster and it is correct with respect to the true groups or class in the data. Recall is calculated as the fraction of actual pair of objects that were identified as given in equation 11.
Recall = N umberof CorrectlyIdentif iedpairs N umberof T ruepairs (11)
• F-measure. This is the harmonic mean of precision and recall using equation 10 and 11 [32] above. This can be calculated as given in equation 12.
Results and Discussion 5.4 Results
In this section, we demonstrate the results of POCC over four data set and compare them with that of two other clustering techniques. In figure 2 , we plot the number of iterations vs gain in the predictive power (accuracy in our case), showing a run of our algorithm POCC with movieLens data set. It is worth noticing that the objective function value, which is the gain in predictive power, is consistently nondecreasing with the number of iterations. This shows that POCC improves cluster quality in iterations until the final objective function is met. The risk of reaching bad local maxima is avoided by using the concept of simulated annealing by generating the probability of noise removal as well as probability of iteration. In figures 3, 4 and 5, we demonstrate the result of cluster precision, recall and f-measure as defined in equations 10, 11 and 12. All the data set contains binary class labels. The number of row cluster as well as column cluster has been primarily set as parameters in the first iteration of the algorithm for all data set. The number of initial row and column clusters including the cooling schedule are parameters that will be provided by the user. In this analysis, we considered "accuracy" of classification as the predictive measure of a cluster. The number of clusters including the co-clusters slowly gets refined as the algorithm proceeds. Evaluating clusters is a non-trivial task. Hence, we aimed at evaluating our co-clustering algorithm by analyzing the cluster quality with the three measures mentioned above. Precision, Recall and F-measure are the standard benchmark evaluation measures that have been used in many co-clustering works such as [3] and [32] with convincing outcomes.
In figure 4 we observe that POCC has a significantly higher precision in Leukemia and Internet-ads data set as compared to K-means and Spectral co-clustering. The precision in the data sets Leukemia and MovieLens is marginally less than K-means and spectral co-clustering. In figure 5 , we found that in ovarian and MovieLens data set, the recall is significantly higher than the other methods. In data set Leukemia the recall is higher with POCC than K-means. Recall with spectral clustering in the same data set is 1.0 which is the highest among the three. However, recall of 1.0, indicates that there might be high probability that all data point had been assigned to a single cluster since the precision is not 1.0, with spectral clustering. Thus, we can claim that in Leukemia data set, recall of POCC is better. Figure 3 shows the cluster f-measure of the four data set. It indicates that POCC performs significantly better than the two algorithms in most of the data sets. This is because, though precision in two of the data set is lower compared to K-means and spectral co-clustering, the f-measure is balanced by the higher recall value indicating generation of better quality cluster with POCC. These results show that POCC performs comparatively better in terms of cluster quality analysis. Since, in figure 2 , we have shown that gain in predictive power of the co-cluster is non-decreasing in each iteration, we can safely assume that, predictive power of the co-clusters would be higher than the actual data matrix, if there is sufficient noise removal. This shows the success of our primary motive i.e. problem of finding co-clusters for a predictive analysis in heterogeneous data population. POCC will facilitate generation of co-clusters that can be used for an improved predictive analysis. Our experiments and the results provide initial evidence for the success of our co-clustering framework. We believe that this framework has the potential to bring about improvement in the predictive analysis tasks in many different application domains.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a co-clustering strategy that uses predictive score of the data set for improving the quality of co-clusters. We present POCC as an optimization problem where the main task is maximizing the gain in predictive power while improving the quality of co-clusters by remov- ing noisy rows and noisy columns. The result is a set of overlapping co-clusters that are high in their predictive power. The results show that POCC brings about notable improvement in co-clustering with real world data set as compared to two other traditional co-clustering techniques. This proves that POCC is well suited for many real life applications where we handle high dimensional data set with heterogeneous population. Prediction analysis with such high dimensional heterogeneous data is complex. Our algorithm POCC is a novel algorithm that generates co-clusters emphasizing on the predictive power i.e. classification accuracy or error rate for noise removal and improving the quality of the co-cluster. POCC can find applications in many different fields of healthcare, recommendation systems and other areas where data with heterogeneous population is a common problem. Our future plan is improvement of our algorithm to adapt our technique in different interesting application areas.
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